Summer Spending 2021

Introducing the Summer Spending campaign
In April, students across the UK receive a total of £3bn in maintenance loan payments.  
This will see them through the summer months and beyond. Introducing our Summer
Spending campaign - your chance to reach students just as they start to plan their budget.
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Dive into Summer collection

Student Beans website

Summer emails & push

Position your student offer as one
of the hottest deals of the season
by selecting a placement in our
Dive into Summer collection. From
the moment the April loan drops
right the way through the summer
months, make sure you’re firmly
on students’ radars as they make
those key purchases.

With homepage takeovers,
premium and featured tiles, and our
front-and-centre carousel, there are
plenty of ways to put your brand at
the forefront of the student
shopping experience this summer.
Factor into their browsing journey  
at every turn by selecting the
placements that work for you.

Reach our extensive network of
student users directly with a Solus
email or newsletter inclusion. 
Or, propel your brand directly
onto their home screen with our
push notifications.

Introducing the Summer Spending campaign
In April, students across the UK receive a total of £3bn in maintenance loan payments.  
This will see them through the summer months and beyond. Introducing our Summer
Spending campaign - your chance to reach students just as they start to plan their budget.
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Summer Spending: Youth Insights
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Dive into Summer collection

For students, Summer means months of
socialising, trips with friends, and a whole new
shopping list. Make sure you’re on their radar
with a spot in our Dive into Summer collection a curated destination of the hottest summer
deals for students as we move into 2021.

Premium tiles

Banner ad

Standard tiles

Branded content
Tell your brand story, working with our in-house editorial team to connect
with our global student readership

With a thriving community of
hyper-engaged student users, the Student
Beans universe is the place to be during the
summer months. With bespoke branded
content opportunities to tell the story of
every brand, it’s your chance to drive brand
engagement and build a lasting relationship
with student consumers.

Work with our in-house editorial team to
craft your brand story this Summer. Educate
students on how your products will be their
summer essentials - and build up awareness
of your content via our first-party media,
social and native platforms.

Social Extensions
Elevate your April Loan Drop package by using social media extensions

With our unique access to student data and behavioural insights,
Student Beans can help you target audiences to amplify your brand,
engage with active shoppers or increase sales of your offer. Through
social media extensions, we offer you exclusive access to our student
audience. We have data that tells us what students are doing before
they become customers, what other brands they are buying from
and when they are in the market to shop.

Student Beans Website
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Homepage Takeover
The most prominent position on our homepage is
reserved for the very best, new and boosted discounts.
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This is a combination of the carousel and two skyscrapers.
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Carousel
Up to 6 key discounts rotate to draw attention at the very
top of the homepage.
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Promo Boxes
These positions generate the highest click through rate of
any position on the homepage. Drive higher clicks and
engagement with the highly effective text links right at the
top of the homepage.
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Featured Discounts
Our top 20 brands appear at the top of the website
homepage as well as the ‘featured’ tab in the Student
Beans mobile apps.
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Student Beans Email

Weekly Newletter

Weekly Newsletter
A weekly roundup of new, boosted and
trending student discounts.

Solus Email
Solus Email

An exclusive opportunity for only the most
relevant and engaging student discounts.
We can target emails to specific users with
relevant buying habits and interests.

Student Beans App
12:22

Featured Discounts
Top brands appear on the first screen students
see when they open the app.
Push Notifications
Regionally targeted push notifications based
on a user’s location or just a great way to
announce your limited time boost.
In-app Featured Collection

Promote your brand collection on the
homepage of the Student Beans app.
Grab students attention by displaying a
collection of your best offers and products. 


About Student Beans
We bring together student verification technology, student marketing solutions, and
student research to help brands better attract, convert, and retain more 18- to
24-year-old customers.

Student Verification


Student Marketing


Student Research
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Our story

Student Beans was founded in 2005 in Birmingham, UK, by James and Michael Eder.
As young university graduates themselves, the brothers saw a gap in the market for  
a digital student loyalty platform that would give students exclusive discounts on  
the brands they love, and connect retailers to this key consumer demographic.

Quickly becoming a part of everyday student life, Student Beans revolutionized the
concept of the student ID for the digital age. We launched our award-winning
verification technology, enabling brands to ensure their student discounts are only
available to verified students. Today, we partner with thousands of the world’s biggest
brands across fashion, technology, food, entertainment, and more, and power a global
network of students in over 100 countries.

@sbforbusiness

Student Beans

Find out more about our Student Verification, Student Marketing
and Student Research today.

